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Hailed by Jennifer Probst as a “sexy, heartfelt story,” this sweet military
romance reunites a headstrong dancer and a rugged army soldier after one steamy
encounter tears them apart.

As a dancer who creates mesmerizing visions onstage, Neve James is looking for
the same kind of stability in her love life. Her pen pal, Rory McRoy, is on leave
from deployment in Afghanistan, so she heads to Boston to surprise him. After
corresponding for months as part of a “Support Our Troops” initiative—and
exchanging dozens of “Read When You’re Alone” letters—Neve knows what
Rory likes, and she intends to fulfill his every fantasy. But all they get are a few
blissful moments together before they’re interrupted by a woman claiming to be
Rory’s fiancée.

Rory has fallen hard for Neve’s letters. When he finally meets her in person, he
has to have her, right then and there—until Neve takes off in a fit of anger.
Forced to return to Afghanistan before he can fix things between them, Rory
waits four agonizing months to prove that he’s not the man Neve thinks he is. But
by the time he arrives in New York, she’s already made up her mind. Luckily,
Rory never backs down from a challenge, and he’s prepared to put everything on
the line for love.

Praise for All I Need Is You

“Wendy S. Marcus delivers again with All I Need Is You, a sexy, heartfelt story
that I loved!”—New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Probst

“Marcus has delivered a delightfully witty, funny, and sexy romance that melts
your heart and makes you believe in happily ever after again. All I Need Is You
kept me hooked from page one to the very end—and I enjoyed every second of
it!”—New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti

“Marcus has penned a perfect romance in All I Need Is You, with a sexy dancer
heroine, a hot military hero with a sense of humor, and a story you won’t want to
end.”—New York Times bestselling author Claudia Connor

“Wendy S. Marcus does it again! She brings all the feels in this funny, warm, and
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wise read. Do yourself a favor and let All I Need Is You sweep you away.”—USA
Today bestselling author Amy Andrews

“All I Need Is You is my kind of book: sexy, sweet, and a great look at what it
means to fight the good fight and keep your heart open to love.”—Serena Bell,
USA Today bestselling author of Hold on Tight

“All I Need Is You is an emotionally gripping story of second chances and two
flawed characters who are perfect to heal each other. I couldn’t put it
down!”—Katie Rose, author of The Heat of the Moment

“This is one series that turns the usual romance trope completely on end in the
best possible way.”—FicCentral

“I really enioyed both characters in this book. They both brought problems and
issues with them but were able to find a way to overcome them. This couple finds
their happiness through struggle, tears and pain to the HEA.”—Majorly
Delicious

“If you are looking for a page-turning contemporary romance that will have you
feeling many phases of emotions throughout the story, I highly recommend you
give All I Need Is You a try.”—So Many Reads

“Anyone who enjoys romance novels between complicated people . . . make sure
to pick this one up!”—Romance & Smut

Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
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Praise for All I Need Is You

“Wendy S. Marcus delivers again with All I Need Is You, a sexy, heartfelt story that I loved!”—New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer Probst

“Marcus has delivered a delightfully witty, funny, and sexy romance that melts your heart and makes you
believe in happily ever after again. All I Need Is You kept me hooked from page one to the very end—and I
enjoyed every second of it!”—New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti

“Marcus has penned a perfect romance in All I Need Is You, with a sexy dancer heroine, a hot military hero
with a sense of humor, and a story you won’t want to end.”—New York Times bestselling author Claudia
Connor

“Wendy S. Marcus does it again! She brings all the feels in this funny, warm, and wise read. Do yourself a
favor and let All I Need Is You sweep you away.”—USA Today bestselling author Amy Andrews

“All I Need Is You is my kind of book: sexy, sweet, and a great look at what it means to fight the good fight
and keep your heart open to love.”—Serena Bell, USA Today bestselling author of Hold on Tight

“All I Need Is You is an emotionally gripping story of second chances and two flawed characters who are
perfect to heal each other. I couldn’t put it down!”—Katie Rose, author of The Heat of the Moment

“This is one series that turns the usual romance trope completely on end in the best possible
way.”—FicCentral

“I really enioyed both characters in this book. They both brought problems and issues with them but were



able to find a way to overcome them. This couple finds their happiness through struggle, tears and pain to the
HEA.”—Majorly Delicious

“If you are looking for a page-turning contemporary romance that will have you feeling many phases of
emotions throughout the story, I highly recommend you give All I Need Is You a try.”—So Many Reads

“Anyone who enjoys romance novels between complicated people . . . make sure to pick this one
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Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
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Editorial Review

Review
“Wendy S. Marcus delivers again with All I Need Is You, a sexy, heartfelt story that I loved!”—New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer Probst
 
“Marcus has delivered a delightfully witty, funny, and sexy romance that melts your heart and makes you
believe in happily ever after again. All I Need Is You kept me hooked from page one to the very end—and I
enjoyed every second of it!”—New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Zanetti

“Marcus has penned a perfect romance in All I Need Is You, with a sexy dancer heroine, a hot military hero
with a sense of humor, and a story you won’t want to end.”—New York Times bestselling author Claudia
Connor
 
“Wendy S. Marcus does it again! She brings all the feels in this funny, warm, and wise read. Do yourself a
favor and let All I Need Is You sweep you away.”—USA Today bestselling author Amy Andrews

“All I Need Is You is my kind of book: sexy, sweet, and a great look at what it means to fight the good fight
and keep your heart open to love.”—Serena Bell, USA Today bestselling author of Hold on Tight

“All I Need Is You is an emotionally gripping story of second chances and two flawed characters who are
perfect to heal each other. I couldn’t put it down!”—Katie Rose, author of The Heat of the Moment

“This is one series that turns the usual romance trope completely on end in the best possible
way.”—FicCentral
 
“I really enioyed both characters in this book. They both brought problems and issues with them but were
able to find a way to overcome them. This couple finds their happiness through struggle, tears and pain to the
HEA.”—Majorly Delicious
 
“If you are looking for a page-turning contemporary romance that will have you feeling many phases of
emotions throughout the story, I highly recommend you give All I Need Is You a try.”—So Many Reads
 
“Anyone who enjoys romance novels between complicated people . . . make sure to pick this one
up!”—Romance & Smut
 
“All I Need Is You gets four stars.”—Bookaholics Not-So-Anonymous
 
“A fun and hot read.”—The Avid Book Nerd
 
“A quick, sweet, and easy read . . . [Marcus] gives readers likable characters that will have you sad to reach
the end of their story.”—Travels n Reads

“Wendy S. Marcus has once again written an emotional story with likeable characters, who fight for the
chance to become the people they want to be and for the love they ultimately want.”—Read Your Writes
 
“Rory and Neve’s story is so much more than just a love story; All I Need Is You is a story about two people



fighting battles, winning wars, changing and finding themselves . . . and then, eventually, accepting that the
not-so-pretty past can be embraced.”—This Jabberwocky Eats Books

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Debra Sudduth:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yeah, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a wander,
shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book called All I Need Is You?
Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time along with your
favorite's book, you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have some other
opinion?

Mitchell Smith:

Here thing why this particular All I Need Is You are different and reliable to be yours. First of all looking at
a book is good but it really depends in the content of it which is the content is as yummy as food or not. All I
Need Is You giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any guide out there but
there is no guide that similar with All I Need Is You. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your own
eyes about the thing that happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. It is possible
to bring everywhere like in park, café, or even in your means home by train. When you are having
difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of All I Need Is You in e-book can be your
alternative.

John Wiser:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their leisure time with their family,
or their very own friends. Usually they carrying out activity like watching television, going to beach, or
picnic within the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to
something different to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? May be reading a book could be option to
fill your cost-free time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should
read. If you want to try look for book, may be the book untitled All I Need Is You can be great book to read.
May be it can be best activity to you.

Florence Ross:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them loved ones
or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV, or playing
video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a book.
It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can spent the whole day to
reading a publication. The book All I Need Is You it is very good to read. There are a lot of individuals who
recommended this book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough



space to deliver this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book from a smart
phone. The price is not too expensive but this book has high quality.
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